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Mike Martens presented a block diagram of the different modes of BPM operation from a 
user's perspective.  The description of his  modes are as follows: 
 
Diagnostics - Used to verify BPM operation.  Enter and exit mode with a software 
command. 
 
Normal - Continuous closed oribit measurements.  Default mode of operation.  Listen for 
profile ($75) and display frame ($78)  events and store the data in their appropriate 
buffers.  On "take  snapshot" command, fill the snapshot buffer.  On abort event ($46),  
stop all writing to buffers (may want to write a few more points to  fast abort buffer to 
confirm exit of beam) and fill FTP output with "no  beam" status. 
 
Injection - Turn-by-turn measurement of beam starting with first injected turn of beam.  
Mode is enabled by a state device  and armed by injection event ($4D).  It is triggered by 
injection event  of TVBS clock (not yet implemented).  Data returned is first turn of  
injected beam and average position of closed orbit calculated by processing  turn-by-turn 
array. 
 
Prepare for Beam - Enabled by prepare for beam event ($71). Clear and restart the abort 
buffers.  Clear the profile buffer and its  pointer. Do not clear the turn-by-turn buffer.  Go 
to normal mode  when finished. 
 
Turn-by-turn - Armed by clock event?, state transition, or software command.  System 
collects a beam position every turn for up  to 8192 turns.  TBT-mode may require a 
separate TVBS event for  triggering the sampling uniformly across the different houses.  
This mode  will time-out if armed, but no triggers for a configurable amount of time.  
Each house may trigger a state transition when the TBT aquisition is  complete.  The 
system will need to issue speacial data to the profile frame  buffer if a $75 is issued while 
a TBT measurement is in progress. 
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